Dispatch
Although we endeavour to dispatch orders with 24 hours of receiving payment we do not
guarantee to do this. If all purchased items are in stock we aim to dispatch orders within 24
hours of payment, excluding weekends and bank holidays. If items are not in stock and dispatch
will be delayed by more than 8 working days we will contact customers by email to notify them
of the delay.
Couriers
We have two couriers available: DHL and EMS Datapost.
DHL expect to deliver within 2-4 working days of shipping, EMS expect to deliver within 10
working days of shipping. Please note that these are average delivery times and may vary. Once
goods have been passed to the courier, Blackbox Solutions have no control over their delivery
and as such customers would need to contact the couriers for further information on their
shipment. DHL or Blackbox solutions will issue the couriers tracking reference to the customer
by email on the day that the shipment is sent.
Incorrect Delivery/Non delivery
In cases where the couriers deliver to an incorrect address or fail to deliver parcels the customer
should contact Blackbox Solutions with their tracking reference and order number.
We will then contact the courier to rectify the matter on the customer’s behalf.
Please note that Blackbox Solutions are unable to issue replacement goods without the courier’s
agreement to refund.
Customs Delays
On occasion shipments may be delayed by the Customs Office. Please note that neither the
courier services nor Blackbox Solutions have any control over such delays.
Outside the EU – Please Note
Import duties & taxes are not included in the item price or shipping cost. These charges are
the buyer's responsibility. Please check with your country's customs office to determine what
your additional costs will be prior to buying.
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